Course Details for North East Regatta
Crews must boat facing upstream and proceed to the bridge marshalling area. Please
be careful going under the Suspension Bridge as the river is narrow here and you
must watch out for crews racing downstream and give way to them if necessary.
Crews must keep to the Boathouse side of the river on the way up to the start.
WARNING: At low tide it may not be safe to pass through the Railway Bridge - seek
local knowledge if in any doubt.
Crews may be asked to turn downstream of the Railway Bridge if the tide is low but
normally they should report to the start marshal above this bridge. Proceed upstream
through arches 4-6 of the Railway Bridge and downstream through arches 2 or 3.
The start is free and, in view of the downstream current, manoeuvring at the start
should normally be done by backing down.
Crews should ensure that their boat and blades pass on the appropriate side of any
buoys or course markers. Failure to comply with this rule could result in
disqualification.
There will be guidance markers hanging from the upstream side of the Suspension
Bridge and the downstream side of the QE Bridge. These are colour-coded as noted
above.
There is a line of buoys near the finish but these do not represent the exact finish line
and crews should not stop racing until instructed by the finisher.
After finishing, all crews should turn and approach a jetty as soon as possible
especially if their boat or members are required for other events.
We do not have permission to row below the Victoria Bridge (downstream of the
Boathouse). Any crew violating this rule risks being disqualified and/or sunk.
Please also see the Local Regatta Rules

Results will be posted on our website

https://cofd.co.uk

Local Regatta Rules

for the North East Regatta

(Please also study the course map and its Notes)

The rules of Scottish Rowing apply at this regatta.
Packs of bow-slot numbers will be issued to clubs on arrival. A
deposit will be charged which will be refunded upon safe return of all
numbers. Any missing numbers will be charged at £5 each with a
corresponding reduction in the refund. Deposits will depend on the
number of numbers issued as noted below;
1-2
numbers issued £10 deposit required
3 – 10
“
“
£20
“
“
11 or more
“
“ £40
“
“
Competitors must report to the start marshal at least five minutes
before their published race times. Crews must then stay in touch
with the start marshal until they are called to the start line. Due to
a lot of doubling-up, the timing of the regatta is critical and late crews
will be disqualified (Aberdeen crews take note !)
The first named crew will take the City Station (opposite the
Boathouse), the second named crew will take the Boathouse Station.
The 700m course will be used in all events. The course is in two lanes
and runs downstream from a free start downstream of the Railway
Bridge. It runs in a straight line through the two bridges before the
finish at the upstream end of the Aberdeen Boat Club Boathouse.
Crews should finish near the City Bank and not cut the corner
downstream of the QE Bridge.
Guidance buoys will hang from the bridges;
· city-bank crews should pass between the Yellow and white
markers.
· boathouse-side crews should pass between the white and
orange markers.
There are three similar buoys near the finish and boats and blades
must pass between the appropriate buoys, or risk
disqualification. See map for details.
The buoys near the finish do not represent the exact finish line and
crews should not stop racing until instructed by the umpire.

